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Arlingtonian is a student-produced newsmagazine published 
approximately every four weeks by Journalism III-A students at 
Upper Arlington High School. The publication has been established 
as a public forum for student expression and for the discussion of 
issues of concern to its audience. It will not be reviewed or restrained 
by school officials prior to publication or distribution. 

Since Arlingtonian is a forum for student expression, the 
editorial board, which consists of the staff ’s top editors, will 
determine the content of the newsmagazine and all unsigned 
editorials; therefore, material may not necessarily reflect the 
opinions or policies of Upper Arlington school officials. 

Arlingtonian welcomes letters to the editor, guest columns 
and news releases from faculty, administrators, community 
residents, students and the general public. The Arlingtonian 
editorial board reserves the right to withhold a letter or column 
and return it for more information if it determines the piece 

contains items of unprotected speech as defined by this policy. 
As a public forum, all letters and columns meeting the above 

criteria will be posted in full on the Arlingtonian web site at www.
arlingtonian.com for a minimum of four weeks. Arlingtonian and 
its staff will strive to publish only legally protected speech following 
the legal definitions for libel, obscenity and invasion of privacy.  

The staff will also refrain from printing stories that create a 
material disruption of school activities. Because the Arlingtonian 
staff will determine content of the publication, it will therefore also 
take complete legal and financial responsibility for what is printed.
Arlingtonian will not avoid publishing a story solely on the basis 
of possible dissent or controversy. 

The Arlingtonian staff raises and pays all printing and 
production costs through advertising sales, subscription sales 
and other fundraisers. The editor or co-editors shall interpret 
and enforce this editorial policy.

if you have been paying attention this past 
week, you may have wondered why the Quill 
and Scroll Society is selling black armbands, or 
perhaps our announcements made you think 

about what freedom of expression means for 
high school students. 

Feb 22-28 is scholastic journalism week, and 
although high school journalism may seem 
like it affects only a small handful of us, it is 
important for all of us to think about how our 
rights are defined when we are in school.  For 
instance, although our right to free speech is 
protected by the First Amendment, why do 
we get in trouble for using profanity in school? 
in the 1969 Supreme Court case Tinker v. Des 
moines, mary beth Tinker, her brother John and 
her friend Christopher eckhardt decided to 
wear black armbands to school to protest the 
Vietnam War. The school banned the armbands, 

and when the students continued to wear them 
they were suspended. The students sued the school, 
saying this was a violation of their First Amendment 
right to freedom of speech. Tinker won the case on 
the grounds that the armbands did not cause any 
disruption, and school administrators still refer to the 
case when making policies today. 

many of our rules serve to protect our student 
body and make the high school a good environment 
in which to learn; however, we must also make sure 
the learning environment is a fair one.  Although we 
are students, we should never forget that we have 
rights. i am certainly not advocating that we go 
around swearing or wearing clothing with explicit 
content on it, but we should try to protect our right to 
self-expression as much as possible. 

This issue, we chose to focus on homophobia 
and how it affects our high school culture. Although 
many of you may disagree with the story or find it 
inappropriate, take time to think about what freedom 
really means. Arlingtonian is fortunate to have an open-
forum policy, which means the students are in control 
of the content, and it cannot be reviewed or restrained 
by school officials before distribution. We hope that 
you will respect our decision to cover issues that we 
feel are pertinent to students. 

if you want to show your support for our 
publication or scholastic journalism in general, 
do not forget to buy an armband that celebrates 
the 40th anniversary of the groundbreaking 
Tinker case that reinforced and defined students’  
freedom of expression.
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Teleperformance is hiring 
Premium Tech Support 
agents 18 years or older 
with at least 18 hours 
of IT-specific course 
work. You can earn
$11.75 to $13.25
an hour!

Think you know everything 
about computers? ...We 

challenge you to teach us a 
thing or two!

Apply online @
Teleperformance.com/careers

Apply in person Monday through Friday, 8am to 7pm

4339 Equity Drive, Cols

february 27, 2009
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Adventures Abroad
Students share their thoughts and experiences from time spent overseas

Senior meg riley went to Hamburg, Germany through an exchange program during first semester. She said the trip was a great learning experience.“Obviously, i’ve learned [more] German, but i’ve also learned a lot about Germany’s history, political system, and culture. What’s most noteworthy, however, is how much i learned about myself and how much i’ve grown as a person,” riley said.
However, she also said the trip presented many challenges.“i wasn’t sitting on the beach sipping a cold drink,” she said. “i lived there. i had a family, a school and friends.  everything was different and everything was a challenge; however, i think it is a challenge that everyone needs to face.“

Sophomore Sarah barringer went to Christchurch, new Zealand after 

her mother was offered an opportunity to work there. She enjoyed the 

relaxing lifestyle, she said.

“There are a lot of random [cultural] differences. every aspect of life is more 

laid-back,” barringer said. “All music and movies are delayed three-to-five months, 

and there’s a lot less technology there. my parents say it’s the equivilant of the ‘80s.”

She said this laid-back attitude also applied to school.

 “[in new Zealand,] there is rarely homework,” she said, ”and the few times that 

[we did receive homework,] it was not graded.”

Junior Jane Tsai went to Jakarta,  indonesia after her dad’s job required her 

family to relocate. They planned to stay for a year, but they returned after 

half a year, she said.
“As a 90 percent muslim nation, it was very culturally different. There were 

things that people in UA will never see, like the intense security checking your 

car for bombs,” Tsai said.
She also remarked about the differences in the ways people interact.

“A lot of people there come and go,” she said. “That makes people more 

outgoing, because they want to get to know you before you leave.”

by COREY MCMAHON

Senior Meg Riley visits Berlin during one of her weekends while living in 

Hamburg, Germany. Riley lived with a host family during her visit.

Junior Jane Tsai attended Jakarta International School while staying in 
Indonesia. The school was host to many foreign students from around 
the world.
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Sophomore Sarah Barringer visits the site of the “Lord of the Rings” 

movie in New Zealand. Barringer visited multiple sites from the popular 

series during her trip.

Jane Tsai
Destination: Indonesia

Meg Riley
Destination: Germany

Sarah Barringer
Destination: New Zealand

february 27, 2009arlingtonian
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by SARAH WATSON

Followed closely by his family, Barack 
Obama took the stage on the 
evening of Nov. 4, 2008 as the first 
African-American President Elect 

of the United States of America. As he 
talked about his plans for the future, heads 
nodded and tears of pride ran down the 
cheeks of his supporters.

Forty-eight days later, Obama put 

his right hand on the same Bible forner 
President Abraham Lincoln used for his 
second inauguration and swore to protect 
the United States to the best of his ability. 

However, behind a curtain of American 
romanticism, Obama has a steep hill 
to climb to fufill the promises he made 
during his campaign.

The country faces a variety of 
challenges, including the housing crisis 
and the economic recession.  Obama won 
his first battle with the Feb. 13 passing of 
his economic stimulus package, although 
major concessions were made.

Such change was promised in Obama’s 
successful campaign. Sophomore Connor 
Ryan added that Obama isresponsible for 
the reaction to his election.

“I don’t know if it’s Obama [and his 
administration] as much as it is the end of 

Bush [and his administration],” Ryan said.
Junior Andrei Jipa said he was hesitant 

to support Obama and his policies 100 
percent. He also said he feels Obama 
is raising false hopes for the immediate 
future because immediate changes will not 
lead to immediate results. 

“I’m afraid it’s going to lead to 
disillusionment when people see that the 
economy won’t get better [immediately],” 
Jipa said.

Junior Devon Meyer said he is 
optimistic about Obama’s future. He also 
acknowledged the obstacles Obama faces.

“I think that anything that would 
change the course of history to the extent 
that Obama wants to do is  going to take 
time,” Meyer said.    

Obama faces presidential 
challenges while struggling  
to stand by campaign promises

photos courtesy LANGUAGE ARTS TEACHER LAURA MILLS

The New Guy

© 2009 MCT
Source: Bloomberg
Graphic: San Jose Mercury News
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Job losses, in millions

Since the start of the recession in December 2007, 
3.6 million jobs have been lost.

Over 3 million jobs lost in a year

Cumulative monthly 
job losses

Monthly job 
losses

Approval: Obama 
beats Congress
How Americans feel about the job 
President Obama and Congress 
are doing:

69%

© 2009 MCT

Approve
26%Disapprove

5%Not sure

37%Approve
59%Disapprove

4%Not sure

76%Economy
11%Domestic issues

7%Foreign affairs

54%Worst to come
35%Stabilized

7%Turned corner

news

Above is a collage of pictures from Obama’s 
inauguration.
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The FeATURe PAge
When you are thirsty for something other than the usual java 
establishments, look to these lovely locations for hot or cold beverages

by KERRY SULLIVAN and HANNAH BILLS

The Zen Cha Tea Salon 
on High Street has over 
a hundred different teas 
to choose from.  Also, on 
the weekends they offer 
waffles and pancakes 
on the brunch menu. 
The picture to  the 
left shows the Fresh 
Fruit Spring Tea Blend, 
which  includes tasty 
blueberries, raspberries 
and other seasonal fruit 
for a very refreshing and 
addicting tea that can 
be served hot or cold.

Zen Cha Tea salon
982 north high 

street

The Chocolate Cafe on Northwest  
Boulevard offers a plethora of 
chocolate goodies.  Along with 
their chocolate selection, the 
cafe has a selection of tasty 
sandwiches, soups and salads. 
The Cafe  Mocha is pictured on 
the left, which comes with a 
chocolate spoon.

The Chocolate 
Cafe

1855 northwest 
blvd.

Northstar Cafe is a great 
spot for those who have 
a vegetarian or vegan 
lifestyle. They offer a 
great menu with healthy, 
organic foods that are 
excellently prepared. 
The beverage to the 
right is the Shooting 
Star, a smoothie that 
includes orange, carrot, 
lemon and ginger .

Northstar 
Cafe

951 north high 
street

Pochi Tea Station is a popular spot 
for Ohio State students and local 
residents.  This fine establishment 
offers plenty of Asian cuisine 
along with a great selection of 
bubble tea. The drink to the 
right is the Mango Smoothie 
combined with Mango jellies.  
Patrons can customize their 
drinks, adding bubbles or jellies 
to either tea or smoothies.  
Pochi is the perfect place to 
create a custom concoction.

Pochi Tea 
station

2060 north high 
street
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Experience a taste of Italy in U.A....

3080 Tremont Rd.
Columbus, Ohio 

43221

459-9945 Phone
459-9944 Fax

Kim and Tina Elsea

DINE IN  •  CARRYOUT  •  CATERING

OFFICE HOURS 
By APPOINtMENt

tELEPHONE (614) 457-6734

HeatHer P. Grant, D.P.M., FaCFaS
PHySICIAN & SURgEON OF tHE FOOt AND ANkLE

1660 N.W. PROFESSIONAL PLAzA, StE. k
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43220

FAx (614) 457-6737

www.kjlaws.com

Upper Arlington
2130 Arlington Avenue
Columbus, OH 43221

614.481.4480
614.487.2314 fax

Dignity.  Discretion.  Experience.

Commitment.
Philanthropy.
Community service.  COLUMBUS

CLEVELAND

CINCINNATI

RALEIGH

szd.com

Yes, the center’s in Dublin, but 
one of the doctors still bleeds 

black and gold.

6350 Frantz Rd. - Dublin, OH 43017 - (614) 789-9464

2140 tremont Center
Upper Arlington, OH 43221

Phone: (614)-486-5336

Store Hours:
Monday - Saturday: 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Sunday: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

HUFFMAN’S MARKET
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Some children dream of being a cowboy or a princess when 
they grow up. Others aspire to be an astronaut or a circus 
performer. However, not all children strive for adrenaline-

fueled professions; junior Mike Brienza dreamed of being a 
published author, and in early November, his dream came true. 
After five years of hard work, Brienza published his first novel, 
The Pilot, the story of a pilot who becomes stranded on a desert 
island after an air attack on his fleet.

Brienza said he was inspired to start writing in fifth grade, 
when he heard a family story about his grandfather.

“My grandpa was a bomber in World War II in germany 
and he really likes flying planes, so I got the idea for a pilot 
from him,” Brienza said. “I really liked the idea of a survival 
story and all those classics that other authors have done. [I 
wanted to] make my own version of it and bring what I could 
to the classic story.”

After coming up with an idea for the plot, Brienza began 
writing. He spent two years writing a first draft for the story 
and an additional three years editing and re-drafting. Brienza 
said he received help from many people, including teachers, 
parents and friends.

“I was constantly having to go back through it and make sure 
it was very professional,” Brienza said. “I spent five years it but I 
learned a lot about writing by looking through my own writing 
and being very critical of it.”

When Brienza was happy with his novel, he compiled a list of 
publishers he wanted to contact. After doing much research on 
each, he decided to first send his story to a self-publishing agency 
called Outskirts Press in May 2008.

“I had come down to where all this hard work I had done was 
really on the line and kept thinking, ‘Is my dream really going to 
come true?’” Brienza said.

Fortunately, Brienza was accepted after a short waiting period.
“I sent the story in [to the Outskirts Press specifications] 

and after three days I found out I was accepted,” Brienza said. 

“I was so grateful that I was, because [getting accepted is] the 
hardest part.”

Following his acceptance to the publishing company, Brienza 
then got to work closely with the company to decide the cover  
art and put the finishing touches on his novel, he said.

After five years of hard work, The Pilot was published on Nov. 
7, 2008. Since the publication, Brienza 
said he has been promoting the book 
throughout the community by holding 
a book sale at the high school, selling 
his book online, and talking to other 
schools about his experiences as a 
young author.

“The reception has been very good, 
which I’m pleased about because I 
didn’t know how it was going to go,” 
Brienza said. “[People] are brutally 
honest, but fortunately people have 
liked the story.”

After establishing his name in the 
community, Brienza hopes to further 
his success by getting his book sold in 
local stores and having it reviewed by 
newspapers, such as the Columbus 
Dispatch, he said.

As for his future goals as an author, 
Brienza said he plans to begin a new 
book this summer and wants to continue 
to write throughout his life and inspire 
those around him.

“From the start I really wanted to 
go out and let [people] know that 
there is a way to publish a book,” 
Brienza said. “It doesn’t matter how old you 
are—you can always follow your dreams.”       

by KIM WEISENBERGER

Young author takes flight
Junior Mike Brienza begins writing career after publishing his first novel, The Pilot
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Some musical artists are first 
introduced to fame at a local 
talent show; others simply 

record videos and post themselves 
on YouTube. The growing popularity 
of this particular video broadcasting 
website brought fame to college 
freshman Julia nunes from Fairport, 
nY. This 19-year-old girl has ascended 
to fame by writing her own songs, 
primarily on the ukulele, and 

performing them in front of her 
computer screen. 

nunes, who has a record deal 
with ben Folds, recently released 
two albums, I Wrote These and Left 
Right Wrong, both of which contain 
songs that are conveniently found 
on YouTube. Her videos are comic 
relief for anyone wandering about 
the website. nunes has quirky 
conversations with the camera, 
which may be characterized as an 
introduction, but eventually turns 

into a drawl on her personal life; 
however, once she breaks into song 
it is hard to escape. not only are her 
acoustic songs easy listening, they 
are easy to relate to as well. 

nunes is a goofy college kid with a 
heck of a personality, a wicked sense 
of humor and a good bit of talent. 
Her overall message to “be yourself ” 
brings hope to average bloggers that 
they, too, just might be lucky enough 
to land themselves a record deal with 
ben Folds.

Home      Videos     Channels     Community

You Tube Upper Arlington
Broadcast Yourself TM

English

The internet video sensation YouTube has provided a new way for 
people to connect. With millions of channels available for viewing, 
finding the right ones can be a daunting task. Check out the 
channels we have found the most entertaining.

Promoted Videos

Two brothers, one mission  —to vlog for one year and post 
the videos on YouTube. Author John Green (pictured above) 
and his brother Hank have created this hilarious channel 

where they “vlog” about various topics. The project started in 2007 
when the brothers decided to vlog for one year; due to their vlogs’ 
popularity the brothers opted to continue filming.

Co-creator Hank Green enjoys writing songs about pretty 
much anything, accompanied by John’s quick wit. John 
discusses issues ranging from the conflict in the middle east to 
comical stories about his life and updates on his latest book. if 
you are looking for a channel full of short, witty vlogs then the 
Vlog brothers’ channel is the perfect place.

Vlog Brothers

if you have seen Snl then you are probably familiar 
with this trio of comedians. The lonely island cast 
is comprised of Akiva Schaffer, Jorma Taccone and 

Andy Samberg. Their videos range from parody songs 
to comedic shorts and music videos. After watching 
many of their videos, our favorites are “lazy Sunday” and 
“White Power.” The trio also released an album called 
“incredibad” on Feb. 10, featuring many of their popular 
comedic songs, such as  “i’m On A boat” featuring 
T-Pain, and “Dreamgirl” featuring norah Jones.  Although 
occasionally politically incorrect, The lonely island’s 
humorous antics are some of the best on YouTube.  

The Lonely Island

Julia Nunes
Rating:

 YouTube Euphoria

Rating:

The Lonely Island Vlog BrothersSummer Heights High Julia Nunes

Rating:
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Rating:

Home      Videos     Channels     Community Search Upload

Sign Up QuickList (0) Help Sign In

by KRISTY HELSCEL and LEAH jOHNSTON

Battle of the Brits
Two popular vloggers vie 
for laughs, views

Charlieissocoollike

This vlogger is seriously 
a three in one: cute, 
funny and british. 

Charlie’s most popular videos are 
demonstrations on how to make 
tea. The simplicity of the subject 
matter combined with the comical 
personality of the serious-looking 
teenager make his videos third most 
subscribed of all time in the United 
Kingdom. Our favorite, “How to be 
english,” highlights his comedic 
abilities while also being informative. 
Charlie’s channel is filled with hilarious 
videos and is must-watch foreign 
entertainment.

Nerimon

Some stand-up 
comedians are funny, 
and others… not so 

much. nerimon is one of the many who 
believes his personal opinion on overly 
discussed subjects will provoke laughter 
in others. One of his most popular videos, 
the “Vlog Tag Game” is a ramble of his life 
and what he finds while surfing the web. 
For two minutes, the viewer experiences 
an elaborate description as to why he 
collects decks of cards. 

nerimon’s videos fall short of his 
aimed comical effect, but may be rather 
enjoyable for those looking for either a 
fun online game composed of entering a 
noun and verb into Google and laughing 
at what comes up or liberals looking for 
someone with whom to argue. Despite 
his popularity, nerimon’s weak comedic 
ability does not deserve it.
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 YouTube Euphoria

Statistics & Data

Sign in to post a Comment

Commentary
Video Responses: 10 Text Comments: 2,097

Text Comments (2,097)

For those who have not already seen this uproariously funny mockumentary, 
Summer Heights High is about a fake high school where the star of the show, 
Chris lilley, plays three different characters: Greg Gregson, Ja’mie King and 
Jonah Takalua. 

Greg Gregson, or “mr. G,” is the drama teacher and is known for his over-the-top 
ways. in one video, he explains his method of teaching, which can only be described as 
unusual. His students play games like “Slap the butcher” (essentially another version of 
“Duck, Duck, Goose”), and he sometimes likes to perform for the students “so they have a 
benchmark of an industry-level actor.” 

Ja’mie King is a private school girl who is on a government exchange program to 
prove private and public schools provide an equal education. Ja’mie is a character unlike 
any other—snobbish, rude and most of all brutally honest. Her trials and tribulations at 
Summer Heights High vary from dating a boy four years younger to hosting a fashion 
show for “AiDS in Africa” while really scheming to use the money for a formal dance. 

Jonah Takalua is a Polynesian student who is frequently in trouble for various pranks he 
pulls. He is also an avid break-dancer and constantly competes with rival Aussie Kieran. 

These distinct characters make for a refreshing comedy. The only drawback is that the 
YouTube clips are only excerpts of the full TV episodes. However, Summer Heights High is 
currently appearing in its entirety on HbO.

Summer Heights High

Rating:

Rating:

layout inspired by YOUTUBE.COM
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Limited discussion on homosexuality 
leads to covert discrimination

would her friends shun her? Would her parents kick her out 
of her own home? Or, worst of all, would she face the risk 
of violent attacks and harassment? All of these fears ran 

through Clary Bryan’s mind as she approached her parents to tell 
them her deepest secret: she is gay. 

Fortunately for Bryan, now a senior, her friends and family 
were completely accepting. Although she has experienced some 
examples of homophobia at UAHS, Bryan said these incidents 
are rare and the way in which they have been handled emphasizes 
students’ generally tolerant attitude towards homosexuality.

However, despite this tolerance, Bryan said the isolation of the 
gay community and lack of discussion regarding homosexuality 
show that while blatant homophobia is unacceptable in UA, 
covert discrimination is common, and gay students like Bryan feel 
the sting.

According to Bryan, UA is an accepting community in regards 
to homosexuality.

“If I had gone to a different school in a conservative place 
I would be afraid, but I’m not afraid here,” Bryan said. “Most 
people at UA are pretty cool and open.”

Although Bryan said she has experienced some instances of 
homophobia, including an incident at a crew regatta last year, 
she said the issues were handled in a manner that reflect UA’s 
accepting attitude.

“I was sitting in the UA tent …[and] I was arguing with this 
kid …and I turned back around and blew him off, and while 
I couldn’t hear him, he called me a faggot behind my back,” 
Bryan said. “But this is also an example of how progressive UA 
is, because my friends [sneaked] off and told the coaches. And 
subsequently [the student] got in a lot of trouble and was later 
kicked off the team.”

Other examples of homophobia in school usually occur in the 
form of joking, with the word “gay” used as a punchline, Bryan 
said.

“If something is stupid, people will call it ‘gay,’” she said. “I 
don’t like it.”

In addition, she said the student body seems uncomfortable 
with “PDA” from gay couples.

“When gay couples are together in the hallway, they get more 
disgusted looks than straight couples do,” Bryan said.

Senior kate*, who was in an open relationship with her 
girlfriend, said she received mixed reactions from classmates. 

by LARA BONNER and RATHI RAMASAMY
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“Many poeple would stare at us in the hallway and talk about 
us,” she said. “But I remember one of the most memorable things 
was right after [we] came out as a gay couple and we were hold-
ing hands walking through the hall past a bench of girls. One of 
the girls looked at us, smiled and nodded.”

“It really made us feel good, because it was like she was saying 
she didn’t care and was happy for us,” kate said. “It just felt sup-
portive, which really meant a lot.”

But not all students are as accepting as the girl kate encountered 
in the hallway. While senior Ryan Setterlin does not consider 
himself to be homophobic, he said many 
people are homophobic because they view 
being gay as abnormal.

“People are homophobic because they are 
afraid of change,” Setterlin said.

Bryan agreed, saying many people think 
homosexuality is “strange.”

Additionally, homophobia spawns 
from peoples’ desires to not be associated 
with society’s stereotype of gay people, 
Setterlin said.

“Society makes gay people seem really bad—so people are afraid 
of being called gay or acting gay, so [instead] guys show off their 

masculinity,” Setterlin said.
While blatant homophobia—which is characterized as 

harrassment or active avoidance of gays—is not socially 
acceptable at UAHS, many people harbor stereotypes against 
the gay community, Setterlin said.

 “People are tolerant to [gay people’s] faces but behind their backs 
there are stereotypes that affect how they view them,” Setterlin 
said. “There are people who are nice to [gays] at school but would 
never want to hang out with them on the weekend because they are 
different. Behind their backs, people make fun of how [gay people] 
talk, their fashion and mannerisms.”

In addition, Bryan said limited discussion on the topic 
leads to ignorance.

“It’s a topic no one really talks about, but there are so 
many people [who] you wouldn’t think [were gay, but they 

are],” Bryan said.
According to psychologist kathryn 

Leugers, homophobia is influenced by 
several factors.

“Homophobia can be the result of a 
variety of influences, from perceiving that 
sexuality is a personal choice to religious 
and cultural beliefs about appropriate 
sexuality or sexual behavior,” she said.

Bryan and Setterlin both agreed 
that upbringing is another factor 

which affects how people view homosexuality and the issue 
of gay marriage, especially in terms of religion.

Setterlin is one of many in the school—31 percent, according 
to a voluntary Feb. 12 Arlingtonian survey 
of 88 students—in the school who said 
he disagrees with gay marriage.

“Marriage is a religious institution,” 
Setterlin said. “I recognize the benefits of a 
marriage for gays but calling it a marriage 
goes against the religious definition. It takes 
away the [sacred] part of it.”

One organization, Exodus 
International, was created in order 
to preserve the sanctity of marriage, 
according to the Columbus Branch 
website. Exodus is designed to help gay 
people who no longer want to be gay.

“god designed human sexuality to 
be enjoyed solely within the bounds of 
one-man, one-woman marriage. Any 
sexual relationship outside of that design—
heterosexual or homosexual —falls short of 
god’s standard,” the website said. 

According to pastor Dave Vallangeon, 
who works at a Columbus branch of Exodus 
called Bridge of Hope, Exodus tries to help 
homosexuals through counseling and prayer.

 “We want to help people who are living 
a homosexual lifestyle to overcome any 
same-sex attractions they may be feeling,” 
Vallangeon said.

ORIgINs OF hOmOPhOBIA

In order to promote a sense of 
community, senior Clary Bryan 
revived the Gay Straight Alliance 

at UAHS this year after two years of 
inactivity. Bryan, the club president, said 
she feels the GSA is a good example of 
the progress the community has made.

“Times are changing,” Bryan said. 
“Only 20, 30 years ago, it would be 
completely unheard of for students 
to be out in the open like we are. And 
especially for us to have a club.”

Bryan said she is attempting to use 
the club as a way to raise awareness 
about homosexuality.

“It’s a forum where students can talk 
about [sexuality],” she said. “We’re going 
to start bringing in speakers to talk 
about different related topics.” 

According to psychologist 
Kathryn Leugers, in order to combat 
homophobia, school administrators 
can emphasize a culture of respect 
and diversity.

“Gay, lesbian, and bisexual students 

should know 
that they have 
the right to 
experience a 
safe educational 
environment,” 
Leugers said. “It is 
also important to 
speak up if you 
experience or 
witness bullying 
occurring.” 

In addition, providing education 
about sexuality through a student 
organization or having an event, such 
as National Coming Out Day, can have 
a positive impact, Leugers said.

Bryan said people are entitled to 
their views, but in order to combat 
homophobia, people should be 
open to discussion.

“Knowing people who are gay is the 
only way [to get over homophobia,]” 
Bryan said. “[People should] take the 
time to get to know gay people.”    

homophobia can be the result of a 
variety of influences, from perceiving 
that sexuality is a  personal choice to 
religious and cultural beliefs about 
appropriate sexuality or sexual behavior

PSYCHOLOGIST KATHRYN LEUGERS

senior clary bryan

focus
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Leugers said homophobia can negatively affect students in a high 
school setting.

“Coping with verbal and physical threats and rumors caused 
by homophobia can lead a student to feel anxious, depressed, 
irritable, scared, and isolated,” she said.  “These feelings and 
moods can interfere with family and social relationships and 
school performance.  Bullying is not only stressful for the student 
that is on the receiving end, it also causes stress for many of the 
students participating in the bullying and breaks down the sense of 
community in a school environment.”

Bullying can often stem from insecurity, Leugers said.
“For many teenagers, a large part of high school is figuring out how 

to be ‘yourself ’ while also fitting in.  This is hard for everyone,” she 
said.  “Bullying students who are different or stand out in some way 
can sometimes happen when one leader starts making comments or 
threats and others go along to ‘fit in,’ or others are quiet so they won’t 
become a target, too.”

People have many anxieties about coming out, Bryan said, and 
homophobia in schools does not help the matter.

“I would say that the two main fears [associated with coming 
out] are acceptance from your family and friends, and being 
attacked, on any level, for what you are,” Bryan said. “Maybe 
about a year or so after I came out, I realized that not every 
place is like UA. Not everyone is so accepting and frankly, things 
sometimes happen to gays and lesbians, like murders and threats. 
Not very often, but things do happen, and it ’s on the back of my 
mind all the time.”

Setterlin agreed that although he is against gay rights, homophobia 
is a problem. 

“[to stop homophobia we would have to] change the image of gay 
people [in the media], but the media has to portray people in a better 
light,” Setterlin said. 

kate said she feels it is important for people to try and be accepting.
“We deserve the right to love people of the same gender and have 

benefits for them just like straight couples do,” she said. “Love is love 
no matter who it is between.”     

One reason why homosexuality is such 
a controversial issue is the debate over 
whether or not being gay is biological or 

simply a lifestyle choice.
According to a recent study conducted by 

scientists at the Stockholm brain institute in 
Sweden, similarities have been found between 
the brain shapes of gay men and heterosexual 
women and between lesbians and heterosexual 
men. The scientists believe this could be used 
as proof of sexuality being determined by 
biological factors. However, some, such as 
Setterlin, are skeptical.

“You can’t just isolate one little thing like 
sexual preference from a study that broad,” 
Setterlin said. “You can’t just pick and choose to 
draw those conclusions.

However, scientists have also conducted studies 
providing evidence suggesting homosexuality is a 
conscious choice. According to a study performed 
by the national Association for research and 
Therapy of Homosexuality, with intense therapy 
and a strong desire to change, one can choose to 
be heterosexual.

According to psychologist Kathryn leugers, 
although researchers and professionals have not 
reached a consensus about why a person develops 
their sexual orientation, most have a similar theory.

“many people experience little or no sense 
of choice as to whether they are gay, bisexual or 
heterosexual,” leugers said. “most believe that a 
person’s sexuality is determined by a complex 
interaction of environmental and biological factors.”

Senior Clary bryan said she firmly believes sexual 
orientation is not a choice.

“it’s being self-aware,” she said. “[Gays] could 
pretend [to be straight,] i’m sure, but that would be 
a miserable way of living.”

Setterlin said he believes many choices and 
factors throughout one’s life impact sexuality.

“They don’t just wake up one day and decide 
to be gay, but things they do throughout their life 
dictate their sexuality,” Setterlin said. “i think it’s a 
lifestyle choice.”

bryan disagreed.
“my mom and dad are absolutely the most 

heterosexual people i know, and yet i and two of my 
siblings are gay,” she said. “Does 90 percent of the 
population choose to be straight? no—it’s just how 
you are. The same goes for the other way around.”    

scientists struggle to reach 
consensus on what factors 
influence sexuality

Do you think there is a problem with 
homophobia at UAHS?

Do you believe being 
gay is a choice?

By the numbers
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Carving up a double-black 
diamond at your favorite ski 
resort, sledding with your friends 
on a snow day, or trying to 

walk across the Scioto River while it’s 
frozen—the season of winter brings 
with it some of the most enjoyable 
activities of the year. But even though 
these low temperatures and generous 
snowfalls provide unlimited fun, what 
I enjoy most during these months 
involves simply spectating.  The pure 
joy and humor that comes from 
observing your surroundings while on 

a ski lift makes it my favorite winter activity. 
The show begins the second I get in line at the ski resort. Entering 

the line is sport enough as I dodge the mindless snowboarder coming 
down the slope like a bat out of hell with no concern in the world for 
innocent bystanders. More mayhem awaits as I try to funnel through 
the mass of skis, snowboarders and ill-tempered parents trying 
to keep their children from using their poles as weapons on their 
siblings or anyone else who might be in the crossfire. My excitement 
is quickly drained as the line-Nazi barks out orders to us like enjoying 
a day on the slopes is a felony. 

I approach the lift, noticing that one of the little fighting 
demons has taken his glove off to wipe his nose just as the chairlift 
comes around. His dad has to drag his clueless child 
like a rag doll and heave him onto the swinging 
chair, barely making it on. Unfortunately, his 
glove and pole are not as lucky, and they fall 
helplessly into the snowy graveyard, joining the 
rest of the lonely outerwear that will never again 
see their counterparts. 

I finally board the lift, ignoring the stranger 
the line-Nazi ordered to join me. I now begin 
my long and entertaining ride to the top of 
the mountain. I double-check the outerwear 
graveyard for anything that might be useful. A 
broken pole, a beanie and two single gloves are 
all I see. But the day is young, and it is only a 
matter of time before Oakley goggles, North 
Face beanies and cash-filled wallets scatter 

the area. Maybe I will get lucky and snag 
mardi-gras beads or a new pair of colorful 

underwear from a surrounding pine-tree 
later. I have never quite understood why people feel 
the need to adorn one tree at every ski resort with 

their unused lingerie.  
I am suddenly distracted by the chatter of a 

group of teenage boys and girls on the lift 
behind me. I try to make out what they 

are saying over the blaring headphones of the lone snowboarder 
sitting beside me. I hear one of the boys boasting about his past 
experiences of jumping off the lift to shorten his ride. The other three 
soon begin encouraging their ego-filled friend to prove his manliness 
and jump from the lift. With peer-pressure building quickly, the boy 
fights every human instinct and sends himself flailing off the lift. It 
is obvious it is the first time he has done this as he crashes into the 
densely packed snow, sending his skis and poles shooting in every 
direction. yARD SALE! His friends scream to him and burst into 
laughter as a ski patrol cop skis over after watching the whole event. 

goodbye, ski pass. 
The sound of laughter is quickly replaced 

by the loud sound of ski poles 
snapping. The other distracted boy, 
too concerned with humiliating his 
friend further, forgot to turn around 
in time to see the midway departure. 
He lifts up his now severed ski poles, 
with a look of utter embarrassment 
on his cherry-red face that is not a 
result of the cold weather. I do not 
know who he wants to stab more,  
himself or the hysterical girls.

As my chair slowly climbs to the top, a 
group of young skiers approach the most difficult 
run on the slope. They immediately notice their 

mistake and look for 
an alternate route. 
As they always say, 
“The run always 
looks easier from 
the lift.” The 
helpless skiers 
finally accept 
their fate just as 
I pass overhead. 
The run is short 
lived, as two of 
them face plant 
simultaneously 
and slide down 
the mogul-filled 
slope. I laugh 
to myself and 

wonder where so many skiers 
find this false ambition, and pass overhead, 

unable to see the final skier attempt his run of 
doom. I reach the top and ski down, eager 

to get back to the real entertainment the 
slopes offer.       

by MITCH LEx

Chairlift calamities
Riding up a ski lift proves to be much more entertaining than many may think

graphic by BRANDON SEGA
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Gymnastics team unites to face 
challenge of changing coaches
by LINDSAY GARDNER

The main objective of sports teams is to come together and  work 
towards a common goal. team unity causes each team member 
to depend on the others. One problem can lead to a break in the 
chain and serious problems with the team. 

the gymnastics team faced a major challenge this season when 
they switched coaches mid-season this year, altering one of the most 
influential parts of their team. 

the team began the season with coach kelly Capretta. According 
to athletic director Chris Potts, she was 
replaced with coach Shelly Maine mid-season.

Junior gymnast Becca Ewart said it was a 
challenge for the team to adapt to a new coach 
mid-season. 

“It’s always going to be a challenge 
getting used to a new situation especially 
mid-season, but [our new head and assistant 
coaches] have made that change a lot easier 
for the team to deal with,” Ewart said.

While the new head and assistant coaches 
were understanding, this situation still 
caused much conflict in the team as girls had trouble overcoming 
the loss of their first coach. Junior Megan trapasso said the team 
was upset about the issue and had difficulties adapting to a new 
style of coaching under Maine. 

“A lot of the girls were so upset [about switching coaches] that 
they thought about quitting,” trapasso said, “It was difficult changing 
coaches in the middle of the season because Shelly and kelley have 
different coaching styles.”

According to trapasso the team has enjoyed its new coach after having 
time to adapt to a different coaching style.

“After a few practices and our first meet with Shelly Maine we realized 
that everything would be fine and that it was fun,” trapasso said.
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Senior captain Erin 
Baas competes in 
the vault at a team 
competition. The 
gymnastics team hopes 
to compete at the 
state meet March 6 at 
Hilliard Darby.

Vaulting  
Over Obstacles

the gymnastics team received its highest team score of the season 
under coach Maine. Ewart said the win at that meet was her favorite 
moment of the season and reflected the team’s goals. 

“getting our highest team score was great. It feels good to 
know all of our hard work is paying off,” Ewart said. “As a team 
our goals are to prefect all of our skills and that meet showed [how 
far we’ve come].”

Senior captain Liana Harutyunyan said the team has come together 
to face the challenge of losing its first coach of the season. 

“Our scores have been constantly improving,” Harutyunyan said. 
“We started off with a lot of drama, but I think we’ve grown a lot 
closer since the beginning of the season.”    

It’s always going to be a challenge 
getting used to a new situation 
especially mid-season, but our new 
coaches have made that change a 
lot easier for the team to deal with.

JuNior Becca ewarT
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sports
SPOTLIGHT

  

Winter athletes continue to compete, 
prepare for championships

march 7- Varsity crew travels to 
Cincinnati to row in the 
CJrC Scrimmage.

march 20- Girls lacrosse plays in a 
scrimmage at the Connelly 
School of the Holy Child in 
Potomac, maryland.

march 21- boys varsity volleyball 
plays in a scrimmage at 
Dublin Scioto.

march 23- The JV baseball team 
plays bishop Watterson at 
4:30 p.m. at UA.

march 31- baseball takes on Teays 
Valley at home at 5 p.m.

march 31- Softball plays against 
mount Vernon at 5:30 p.m. 
at home.

photo by ANDREW HEDDEN
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athlete
OPInIOn

WRESTLING: Senior Karic Cecutti wrestles at the Jan. 17 Dual Match at UA. Cecutti 
has been wrestling throughout his four years of high school.

GIRLS BASKETBALL: Sophomore Mary Corbett dribbles the ball at the Bears Feb. 6 
home game.  The girls beat Westland 59-37.

BOYS BASKETBALL: Junior Jeff Vaughn jumps for two at the Bears Jan. 27 home 
game. The boys won 75-51 against Worthington Kilbourne.

GYMNASTICS: Sophomore Ashley Abbruzzese performs on the balance beam. The 
Bears competed in the UA Tri Match on Feb. 4.  

Q: What are some ways 
the guys bond off 
the mats?

KAPS: We’ve had 
a bowling party 
before, because one 
of the guys’ moms 
owns a bowling 
alley. We’ve also 
gone skateboarding 
and snowboarding together.

Q: What is your favorite thing about wrestling?

KAPS: i’d say my favorite thing is being behind 
in a match and coming back and winning.

Q: What are you looking forward to as the 
season ends?

KAPS: i want to end the season as best 
i can and make it through sectionals, 
which is a really tough meet. basically i 
just want to go as far as i can.

Senior

ALEx KAPS
wrestling

Q: What is your 
favorite thing about 
swimming?

WARMOLTS: We 
spend so much time 
together that you 
really get to know 
your teammates and 
form special bonds 
with each of them; 
some of my best friends are on the team.

Q: What are you most looking forward to as 
the season comes to a close?

WARMOLTS: Since we’ve been so dominant 
all year, i’m just looking forward to seeing 
how we all swim at the end of the year.

Q: What are your goals for championships?

WARMOLTS: To repeat our state 
championship and outscore last year’s score. 

Senior Captain 
jENNY WARMOLTS

girls swimming

photo by SUSAN DAPPEN

photo by ANDREW HEDDEN

photo by GUNNAR SAMUELSON
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DAMN
Yankees

g lamorous costumes, elaborate stage designs, a 
plethora of props and sparkling lights are a few of 
the many factors that make musicals a success.  the 
stage design for Damn Yankees, the 2009 musical, was 

no exception, as students worked hard to perfect the stage.  
the production, which ran from Feb. 19 through 22, depicts 
the story of a Washington Senators baseball fan who makes 
a pact with the Devil to help his baseball team win the 
league pennant.  Although the talented actors and actresses 
were essential to the show, the hard work and dedication of 
the people working behind the scenes was equally necessary 
to the musical.

Senior Alex Oglesbee, who played Doris Miller, said the 
students working backstage were very important to the musical.

“Students come in over the weekend to build the set,” she 
said. “There are committees such as a makeup committee, 
costume committee, and publicity committee and a lot of 
work goes in to building the stage.”

Director Eric kauffman also 
said those backstage were vital to 
the show.

“There is a common 
misconception that the tech crew 
is not important,” he said. “The 
audience associates the show with the 
cast because that is what they see.”

The stage manager, sophomore 
Mary Beth griffith, said she has 
many backstage responsibilities. 

“[I was] in charge of the tech 
crew and calling the shots,” she said. 
“I learned how to take charge.”  

As the assistant stage manager, 
sophomore Nellie Sanderson’s job 
was to support the stage manager 
in her duties.

“One of the stage manager’s 
main jobs is [to aid] communication 
between the director, designers, 
and stage crew,” she said. “I helped 

[griffith] run what was going on backstage.”
The managers and tech crew do 

everything they can to make sure the set 
looks perfect, Sanderson said.

“The Broadway style set was extremely 
intricate and difficult to build,” she said. 
“[Those backstage] did the best they can to 
line up with this [expectation].” 

kauffman said it is important for the 
tech crew to be familiar with the set, 
especially if something goes wrong.

“The tech crew is required to put in so 
many hours building the set so they know 
how it functions,” he said. 

For griffith, one of the major challenges 
she faced was that she has never been the 
stage manager before, she said.  

“[I was] doing everything for the first time and it [was] 
hard being in charge because I [didn’t] want to come off [as] 
bossy or mean,” she said. “But someone [had] to call the shots.”

In Sanderson’s two years being involved in the musical, 
she said she is fully aware of the hard work of those around 
her, especially because the actors and actresses get most of 
the recognition. 

“I have really learned to appreciate the tech crew and 
stage designers,” she said. “[The people backstage] really 
support each other.”

Oglesbee said the process leading up to the production 
taught her a lot about how to open up and allow herself to 
be something completely different.  A huge amount of work 
goes into the musical, regardless of a person’s role, she said.

“There is such a huge commitment,” she said. “you might 
dread [the commitment] at times, but the end result is really 
worth it.”    

Student dedication behind the scenes 
makes musical a success

by jESSICA BANCHEfSKY

Students work behind the scenes to build the stage. Parents also helped with the process, putting in many hours of 
work over several weekends. 

photo by HANNAH BILLS
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◈

by ALDO CORONA & BRANDON SEGA

◈ ◈◈

eightin Eight students respond to 
a question in eight words

What would be the first thing you would do if you won the lottery?

All winnings go to my 
great loving parents.

FRESHmAN 
JOE WALLACE

Own Cedar Point and never 
wait in line.

SENIOR OLIvIA KOEPPEL

go buy a private jet and 
a yacht.

JUNIOR
ROBBIE BALLINGER

start off my college fund 
for next year.

JUNIOR 
SONIA SUBER

I would move 
somewhere much 
warmer than Ohio.

SENIOR 
ALEx NOTWELL

spend the money going on a 
tropical vacation.

FRESHmAN 
CHARLOTTE THORSON

I would buy the nicest car 
I saw.

SOPHOmORE 
KYLE HATTON

go to europe, pay for college, 
buy clothes.

SOPHOmORE 
KELSEY OvERmYER

Four-wheel drive: Going on a date 
with another couple

Third wheel: A friend who comes  
with you and your date.

Flat tire: The loser friend who has 
nothing better to do and always 
wants to come on dates with you.

Hey guys,
where ya goin’?

Can i come?!

voice
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staff EDITORIAL

editorial cartoon by BRANDON SEGA

◈

spring is a time for joy. The 
days are getting longer, the 
weather is getting warmer, and 

summer is fast approaching. Most 
importantly, spring means 10 days 
off from school for spring break. 
It seems almost everyone packs 
their bags and travels to the beach 
for a glorious vacation where they 
spend their time relaxing under the 
sun, swimming in the ocean, and 
enjoying being somewhere other 
than Ohio for a change. 

Unfortunately, not everyone gets to enjoy such a blissful 
break. But for those troubled souls who must spend their break 
stuck in Ohio, never fear—there are plenty of ways to simulate a 
wonderful spring break vacation without actually leaving the state.

What is the first thing that comes to mind when someone 
thinks of spring break? The beaches. Cloudless blue skies, waves 
crashing at your feet and sand between your toes. Think you 
cannot find this in Ohio? Well, think again. If you are looking 
for a relaxing stay at the beach, you can drive up to Lake Erie to 
enjoy the freezing cold sand and water as well as the delightful 
sensation of losing feeling in your feet. If you are the more 
adventurous type, you can stay in Columbus, perhaps to water ski 
in the garbage-infested waters of the Scioto River—how exciting!

Spring break presents a great opportunity for everyone to rid 
themselves of their pale winter skin and re-establish their tans 
before the summer season. If you are staying in Ohio, you may be 
worried that your pale white skin will look silly next to the tans 
of those returning from Mexico or Florida. However, there is 
usually enough sun in Ohio to justify laying out and attempting 
to get some color. Just make sure not to stay out for more than 20 
minutes at a time or you may risk getting frostbite.

If Lake Erie is too cold or the garbage in the Scioto is too 
gross, there is still a solution. Just put on that new swimsuit, turn 
on a high intensity lamp to simulate the sun, and plant yourself 
on the couch with MtV’s Spring Break ’09. Perhaps the heat 
of the lamp or the comfort of the couch will make you drowsy 
enough to actually believe you are with the people on tV, having 
the time of your life in the tropics, instead of simply pretending in 
the (questionable) paradise of Ohio.

When the week is over, however, your suffering will be 
validated. All your friends will return from their supposedly 
wonderful trips swollen from the sting of a jellyfish, or perhaps 
red and blistery from their second degree sunburn. you will be 
able to revel in their pain as they stare jealously at your pasty 
white skin, listening enviously as you relive your many hours 
wasted playing pointless video games and watching useless tV 
while they enjoyed the “time of their lives.”    

by jAMIE ARKIN

◈

spring break staycation: how 
to survive while stuck at home

◈

The internet serves many different purposes, 
ranging from mere entertainment to important 
research. in schools, the internet should ultimately 
serve to improve education and the use of an 

internet filter is necessary to ensure the proper use of the 
school’s equipment.

However, the district’s decision to block certain 
websites, YouTube in particular, is detrimental to student’s 
educational experience. Of course, YouTube has its fair 
share of content that is not related to school, such as 
home videos, online blogs and clips from popular TV 
shows. but unlike some websites, YouTube is  carefully 
filtered to remove explicit content. While it may not 
be appropriate for all ages, the material is certainly 
acceptable for high school students.

While YouTube has many entertainment features, it 
is often forgotten how much it can aid with learning. 
Archived on YouTube are thousands of historical news 
clips, such as famous presidential addresses and historical 
speeches. nothing is more frustrating to a student than 
placing a video clip in a school presentation, only to 
realize they cannot access it at school due to it being 
blocked because it is on YouTube. in addition to historical 
content, YouTube also features many informative clips 
pertaining to the sciences, making it practical for a variety 
of classes. Some of these clips can be accessed through 
other sites; however, it wastes precious class time sifting 
through various sources trying to find a certain video 
when it can be easily located on YouTube.

Adding to the mystery of why YouTube remains 
blocked, this year the school has decided to house the 
course of studies video on YouTube rather than show 
the entire film in homeroom. The administration clearly 
recognizes YouTube as a valuable source of information 
for the student body, so it remains unclear why it is still 
blocked in the school. by unblocking YouTube, the school 
is allowing the student body, as well as faculty,  to access 
a valuable source of information and learning.    

YouTube can serve as a useful learning 
tool, not just a distraction
staff EDITORIAL

editorial cartoon by ALDO CORONA

What would be the first thing you would do if you won the lottery?

voice 



Arlingtonian
1650 Ridgeview Rd.
Upper Arlington, OH 43221

Tremont Place
3219 Tremont Road (near Starbucks)
614-457-5836

Store Hours:
Monday-Friday • 7am to 9pm
Saturday • 9am to 9pm
Sunday • 10am to 8pm

GO BEARS!
Breakfast Combo

12oz. Tropical or Berry Smoothie  
& a Robeks Muffin or Cookie $5

Lunch Combo
12oz. Tropical or Berry Smoothie  

& a baked, stuffed pretzel $5
Not valid with any other offer or discount.  UA location only!

FREE
12oz. Smoothie with Purchase  

of Made to Order Wrap or Salad
Not valid with any other offer or discount.  UA location only!

FREE
12oz. Berry or Tropical Smoothie  
with Purchase of 24oz. Smoothie

Not valid with any other offer or discount.  UA location only!

Call Ahead Ordering & Catering Available - Plus, Robeks Gift Cards!


